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Who’s the last person you had sex with?
ANDREW MICHAAN: Leona Helmsley.
GLENN HARRISON: Cindy McCain.
NICHOLAS CHANDLER KLEIN: I dunno, but I broke three ribs.
ADRIAN CHEN: The ghost of my great-grandmother.  It’s not incest if you don’t get caught!
ANN-DERRICK GAILLOT: Seth Rogan.  Free movies!
ULYSSES PASCAL: Daphne from Scooby Doo.
NATHANIEL FLAGG: A 911 operator.  If only he’d return my calls...
COLIN DRUMM: Did you see that section “Squirrel of the Week?”

MAJOR JOKE OF THE WEEK
ENGLISH MAJOR A: So somehow my favorite hen laid her egg right on the edge of  
the nest.
ENGLISH MAJOR B: Hm?  Can you say that again?  I didn’t hear it.
ENGLISH MAJOR A: And when the egg fell, I was just in time to dive and save it!
ENGLISH MAJOR B: What?  Why was the egg falling?
ENGLISH MAJOR A: Oh, let me start over with the egg’s position.

DIFFICULT POSITIONS
FRENCH CENTRIFUGE: Partner A picks up Partner B under the arms and swings Partner 
B quickly in a circle.  The motion of  the swinging will force Partner A’s tongue into Partner 
B’s mouth.

OLYMPIC DIVE: Partner A lays back with legs splayed.  Partner B uses a trampoline or 
diving board to jump, and aims his/her mouth for Partner A’s genital area.  The impact is 
highly pleasurable.

SWISS ROLL: Partner A bakes a giant cake with him/herself  inside of  it.  Partner B attempts 
to save the life of  Partner A, who has just been baked in an oven.  If  Partner A is still alive, 
A and B have sex on top of  the cake.  Variation: Partner A is not alive.  This is called a 
“California Roll.”

PAREY-SAINT-CESAIRE: Partners A, B, and C hold hands and jump into a pool together.  
Partner A remains above the water, taking breaths of  air and transferring them, by mouth, to 
Partner B, who then shares the air with Partner C via passionate, open mouth kisses.

WINDY CITY: Partner A sits on top of  a ping-pong ball which is situated inside a tube.  
Partner B blows into the tube as hard as possible, lifting Partner A up in a VERY arousing 
way.

TELEPHONE SEX: Partners A through G lay on top of  each other, with A on top.  Partner 
A humps Partner B in a precise pattern.  B then humps C in the same pattern, and so on.  
When it gets to Partner G, he/she gets on top of  the pile and continues.

THE KATHLEEN BEELER: Partner A acts like a HUGE SLUT FUCK YOU 
KATHLEEN.

REVIEWS
Gregory Byron Xerxes Tucker III

Gregory opens his pre-copulation routine with a fine 
assortment derived from a bold fusion of  Tolkeinist and neo-
Lucasian styles. Typical offerings include Heisenburg Rubs, 
Tusken Thrusts (complete with yelping), and the Watchful Eye 
of  Sauron. Repeat customers frequently request the Diggler 
for its texture and novelty value, but they also warn against 
requesting the Grapefruit Device. 

Gregory draws the bulk of  his repertoire from the Kla’tath 
B’qodr, or more colloquially, the Klingon Kama Sutra. As such, 
one can expect a thematically consistent (though narrow) fuck 
session replete with N’fot Glasaj (the bleeding sister), Kra’tlok 
T’vvo (eater of  gore), and P’krass Vek’to Qo’qvoc (the never 
ending scream of  agony). Gregory seemed pleased with himself  
at this point, but the screeching grated on me.  Suffice to say, Gregory’s offerings are not for 
those with a documented heart condition, or for those who are nursing, pregnant, or may 
become pregnant.
 
Randall Corwin

Randall’s foreplay selections are limited, though highly 
refined. The Jamaican Finger Dips and the Geodesic Twiddler 
come highly recommended, though one should steer clear of  
the Flat-Fisted Garbler or, god forbid, the Las Vegas Crevice 
Snort. For the adventurous connoisseur, some intriguing 
options include Cactus Licks, McDermid Cycles, or the aptly 
named Doorknob Kebab.

Randall’s technique is decidedly pedestrian, and easily 
mistaken for a street vendor’s. The use of  such bland and 
unimaginative tropes such as the Traveling Salesman, the Upside-Down Nun-Knocker, and 
the Danish Cheese Grinder hearken back to my middle school-era jaunts to stairwell C or Mr. 
Murphy’s office. About the only positive aspect of  the night was the atmosphere: I can now 
safely say that I’ve copulated on a moving bicycle. 

Thumper
Best. Thumping. Ever.

CASUAL ENCOUNTERS
PARKER SEEKS BROTHER - m4m/m4f  - 32

I am looking for someone to play monopoly alone in the dark while I watch with night vision 
goggles and masturbate.  I can only get off  if  you play with the “thimble” piece.  You must 
be over 65 and retired.

THIS IS NOT A SCAM - f4m - 18
I’m a young, smart, and attractive girl.  I am looking for an older, stupid, ugly man for casual 
sex.  Is there anyone out there for me?

DO YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN - m4f  - 24
Petite feet looking for big shoes to fill.  Preferably black dress shoes if  you know what I mean.  
If  you don’t know what I mean then maybe we wouldn’t be a good match.

LKG 4 GHIRARDELLI BRO - m4m - 36
I’m a mid 30’s guy looking for another guy to cram chocolate almonds into all of  my orifices 
while singing the national anthem in a room with old episodes of  The Wonder Years blasting 
at full volume from the television.  No creeps please.

LOOKING FOR SOUL CONNECTION - m4f  - 53
I’m a man looking for a wife.  I’ll marry the first girl who responds to this ad.  No dudes 
please! (Not gay anymore.)

HALLOWEENIES

SQUIRREL OF THE WEEK


